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INTRODUCTION: THE OPENING OF THE PARK
Greenhead Park opened with great pomp and ceremony on Saturday 27
September, 1884. Proceedings commenced with a lunchtime banquet in the
Town Hall – itself opened only three years before – attended by the ‘great
and good’ of the town. Presided over by the Mayor, the guests included
councillors, aldermen, Justices of the Peace, Members of Parliament, clergymen
and the Mayors of other West Riding boroughs. There were toasts to the
Royal family, the armed services, the clergy, the Lord Lieutenant and magistrates,
and the Mayor and Corporation, each accompanied by substantial speeches
and replies. This was a high Victorian occasion.
After the banquet the assembled company made their way in procession to
the Park, led by military bands and six carriages for the honoured guests.
On arrival at the Trinity Street gates the Mayor, Alderman Wright Mellor JP,
was presented with a key to open them – “a handsome specimen of the goldsmith’s

Crowds gather outside the gates before the official opening
2
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craft, studded with precious stones,” and incorporating the Mayor’s monogram
and crest and the Borough coat of arms.
The gates ceremonially unlocked, the party proceeded up the main drive to
the terrace (now occupied by the main war memorial) where, in the words
of the Huddersfield Examiner:
a large marquee had been erected, and it was filled with ladies. In
front of that was a gaily covered dais, to which the Mayor and his
chief guests proceeded. Below and around a large crowd of the
general public ... assembled to hear the Mayor’s address and
declaration of opening the park.
He opened by asserting that the Park was “a most popular institution”, as
the crowd below him showed. In particular it had “the vast advantage of
being exceedingly central” – perhaps implying a contrast with Beaumont
Park, which had opened the year before. Moreover it represented “a distinct
advance in civilisation”: had it been provided 60 or 70 years before it would
have been of no use, as working people had no time for recreation, but
legislation 30 or 40 years before to limit factory hours had changed all that,
and since then “the position of the working men and women of England has
been continually advancing higher and higher”.
Amid these positive themes were hints of political controversy. The Council
was Liberal-controlled and the cost of the Park, already some £65,000 in
total – about £3 million in today’s prices – was roundly criticised in the
Conservative-leaning Huddersfield Weekly News. The Mayor tried to disarm
this criticism in a jocular way:
It is very important... to know that the park is bought and paid for.
But you know there are two ways of paying for a thing. You may
pay for it with your own money, and you may pay for it with
borrowed money. Now, we happen to have such splendid credit
that we have borrowed the money.
But it had been important to do so now, because
had we not done so it would inevitably have gone into the hands
of the builders, houses would have been built upon it everywhere,
and we should have had no park.
3
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Even so, for reasons of cost it was still incomplete, with no pavilion to shelter
crowds against inclement weather (luckily the afternoon of the opening was
fine), and
if I might speak to you in the utmost confidence, and with the idea
that none of the Corporation will hear me at all, I should say that I
shall hail the day when a pavilion is erected in this place.
These remarks introduced themes which were typical of the period and which
have continued to run through the Park’s history. There is civic pride, and
a Victorian faith in progress. There is a desire to protect the public realm
from private development. There is ambition to develop the Park’s facilities;
but controversy about the costs of doing do. To put these themes in context,
we need to start the story a good deal earlier than 1884. For the Park that
opened that day had been many years in the making.

THE 19TH CENTURY BACKGROUND
The industrial towns of the West Riding were grim places to live in the first
half of the 19th century. The industrial revolution was accompanied by a
dramatic increase in the urban population. Huddersfield’s grew fourfold in
the first half of the century, from around 7,000 in 1801 to 31,000 in 1851,
more slowly thereafter to 42,000 in 18811, and the same was happening in
all the neighbouring towns. This explosive urban growth, in a period lacking
modern medicine, technology and local government, led to shocking housing
and sanitary conditions. Public health was poor and recreation very limited
by long working hours, as the Mayor had observed.
Reformers responded to these conditions in many ways, including campaigns
for improved sanitation and reductions in working hours (Huddersfield’s
famous factory hours campaigner, Richard Oastler, is remembered in the
Park’s children’s playground). Less well-known is the public parks movement.
This scored its first success with a Parliamentary report in 1833, supporting
parks for their advantages to health and their likely improving effects on public
behaviour, but there was no immediate legislation to carry these ideas forward.
Although there were some private initiatives, in most towns public parks
depended on the development of effective local government. Until the 1840s
most of the newly-growing industrial towns did not have an elected council,
4
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being governed instead by a mixed bag of institutions inherited from the past.
None was up to the huge challenges of the time, and another strand of urban
reformers’ response to those challenges was to incorporate their towns as
boroughs, with an elected Corporation.
The establishment of boroughs and the development of municipal public
parks typically went hand in hand. Bradford, for example, was incorporated
in 1847 and established Peel Park in 1850; Halifax became a borough in
1848 and accepted the new People’s Park as a gift in 1857; and Oldham
opened Alexandra Park in 1865 after incorporation in 1849. In Huddersfield,
both developments were much delayed – incorporation came 20 years later,
and Beaumont and Greenhead Parks were not opened until the 1880s. This
reflected Huddersfield’s unusual situation as a town very largely owned by a
single landowner, the Ramsden estate, whose head – invariably named Sir
John Ramsden – was lord of the manor. The estate was determined that
local government institutions in the town should safeguard their interests,
and incorporation was deferred as a result.

SECURING THE PARK FOR THE TOWN, 1869-81
Huddersfield was finally incorporated as a Borough in 1868. The new
Corporation replaced the Improvement Commissioners, whose writ had run
only 1200 yards from the Market Place, and the Local Boards of several
outlying areas, including Marsh. A public park was one of many items
competing for their attention as they began to make up for lost time. But in
May 1869 it gained new urgency when, during a visit to the Ramsden estate
office, Alderman Thomas Denham “noticed plans for building development
on the old Greenhead estate”.2
Back in 1848, the Ramsdens had bought Greenhead Hall and its estate –
which could be traced back to 1600 – along with neighbouring Gledholt.
The Ramsden estate was newly enriched by the sale of land for the railway
and busily acquiring property as it came on the market, with an eye to profitable
development opportunities in the expanding town. Alexander Hathorn, the
Ramsdens’ local agent, saw Greenhead – on rising land, upwind from the
industrial town – as a prime site for housing development. For the next 20 years,
however, the land had remained open, as grounds to the Hall, horse pasture,
woodland and, from 1859, as a shooting range for the newly-formed Volunteer
Rifle Corps. By that time the name Greenhead Park was in common use.
5
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In 1861 the Ramsdens extended their grip on the area by buying the
adjoining Springwood Estate – site of an earlier proposal for a public park
in 1858 – and by 1863 a master plan had been drawn up to develop the whole
area from New North Road to Springwood.3 This no doubt lay behind the
plans for Greenhead spotted by Alderman Denham in 1869.
Determined to secure the land as a public park for the town, Denham swung
into action immediately – giving an interview to the Examiner, making a plea
for the Council to act at its meeting on 17 May, and convening a ‘gentlemen’s
meeting’ on 1 June. This established the snappily-titled Provisional Committee for Promoting the Procuring of a Public Park in Huddersfield, chaired
by the Vicar of Huddersfield, Rev W B Calvert.
Thomas Denham is the first of several civic leaders whom we have identified
as ‘park heroes’ (see box). He was to pursue his bold vision for the Park,
first set out at length in a letter to the Examiner on 28 May 1870, for more
than a decade. He wanted the Corporation to buy 61 acres, nearly twice the
present Park and including Greenhead Hall, its grounds and Gledholt Glen
(now known as T P Woods). The Hall would have become a home for the
town’s learned societies – literary and scientific, naturalist and archaeological,
with a winter garden and vinery outside. Further west as the ground rose
there would be a swimming baths and, at the high point, “a castellated tower
or observatory”. Below would be a lake, emptying into the Glen, and to the
north a cricket ground. Then, turning back towards town, “a children's lawn,
with seats for visitors, and elderly people especially, for I have often observed
they love to be together”; plots would be reserved nearby for men’s and
ladies’ retirement homes. Moving east towards town there would be a trade
museum, a “planet” to the “sun” of South Kensington, for “our very existence
as a manufacturing nation depends upon the education and cultivation of
our artisans”. The pond would acquire a fountain, to commemorate the
founders (in 1827) of the Huddersfield Waterworks. And “the usual
accompaniments of croquet, archery, &c, &c, would, of course, be supplied”.
This was to be the first of many unrealised dreams for the Park. And it was
to take 12 years of on-off negotiations between the Corporation and the
Ramsden estate, from 1869 to 1881, before the town finally acquired a Park
of 30 acres, half the size envisaged by Denham. The Corporation were cautious
because they had to raise the funds for the purchase, either from a public
subscription – as was first envisaged – or from the rates, always politically
contentious. Meanwhile the estate, because the land was held in trust for
6
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PARK HEROES 1 – THOMAS DENHAM
Thomas Denham was born in
Lindley on 24 April 1818 and
attended elementary school
there until aged 13, when he
was apprenticed as a linen
draper. From 1844 he had his
own business, first in King Street
and then in John William Street,
until retirement in 1883. A Liberal
in politics, he was elected to the
new Corporation in 1868 and
appointed an Alderman, serving
until his retirement, including a
year as Mayor in 1880/1. He
was associated with many
of the town’s educational institutions, including the Girls’
and Boys’ Colleges, Mechanics’
Institute and Technical School.
He was a governor of the Infirmary and became a Justice of the Peace in 1881. A leading member
of Highfields Chapel, he was an active Congregationalist regionally
and nationally, involved in numerous Christian and charitable
organisations, and a leading light of the temperance movement.
He died on 28 October 1892, leaving two sons and three daughters.
At his funeral at Highfields on 2 November 1892, Rev Bruce said
the chapel had lost “its oldest member and deacon, and its most
staunch and steadfast friend”, while the town “loses one of its oldest,
best known and most useful citizens”. As to Greenhead, “he
preached his gospel of parks out of season as well as in season,
and possibly for a time amused the incredulous and frightened
the timid, by the daring character and extravagant frenzy of his
bold original design”.
Sources: The Watchword, September 1890 (including photo), Huddersfield
Examiner and Huddersfield Chronicle.

7
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future generations of Ramsdens, was legally obliged to get the best price. Sir
John Ramsden was tempted by the prospect of more lucrative development,
but also saw the benefit to his reputation of a generous gesture towards the
town he largely owned. So he waxed hot and cold, eventually agreeing to
sell at market value while making a substantial donation towards the cost.
These issues were argued to and fro throughout the 1870s, with periodic
outbursts of anger and frustration on both sides. In June 1877, for example,
Sir John concluded bitterly that:
By fixing a very low price on the land in the first instance; by then
promising to give £5000 towards the purchase; by then allowing
the Corporation to select the best part of the land and leave out the
worst; and at last by allowing the purchase money to stand over
without interest till 1881; I have done what cannot fall far short of
making a present of one half the purchase, and yet no one thinks it
worth while to say ‘Thank you’ for what I am doing.
And when the Town Clerk, Joseph Batley, produced a draft legal agreement
15 months later, in September 1878, it was his turn to sound very jaundiced:
After long and tedious correspondence of negociations [sic],
extending over about four years, and of the kind which has
unfortunately become chronic in connection with anything that
is wanted from Sir John Ramsden for the public interest of the
Borough in which he owns so large an estate, Terms have been
at last arranged for 30 acres of land for a Public Park.
During these years of frustration, the land had not lain idle. Back in 1870,
in his visionary letter to the Examiner, Alderman Denham had revealed that
“by a singular circumstance (I call it Providence), part of the ground is at
present in my hands”, and would shortly be open to the public. In fact he
had personally leased some 15 acres at the eastern end for about £60 a year.
The public were invited to view the ground on bank holiday Monday, 6 June
and could explore the park for the first time – the Examiner enthusing that
“on the outskirts of a town famed for the scenery surrounding it, the prettiest
spot of all has been secured.” A wooden orchestra building had been put
up, again at Denham’s expense, from which Rev Calvert presided over the
opening ceremony, and “many thousands in the course of the day availed
themselves of the opportunity afforded them.” All this was followed on Tuesday
8
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by the inaugural demonstration of the Huddersfield Band of Hope Union –
Bands of Hope being temperance organisations which aimed to protect
working class children from the perils of drink. Over 2000 children from 14
bands attended and their Whit Tuesday meeting became a fixture in the
Park’s calendar for many years ahead.
Having exercised his own generosity, Denham no doubt felt in a strong
position to appeal to Sir John's. In January 1871, with the negotiations to
buy the Park stalled, he took himself off to Byram, the Ramsden seat near
Pontefract, to meet the lord of the manor in person. Sir John asked his
Huddersfield agent, Captain Graham, for a sketch of Denham’s character
beforehand, which elicited the following vivid (if patronising) portrait:
He is a complete enthusiast, and except he had gone mad on this
subject the matter would never have got to this stage. Being in this
condition of mind he is not altogether businesslike, and often not
very coherent. I believe him to be, however, a thoroughly well
intentioned warm hearted man.
But nothing came of the initiative, and
Denham remained in possession of his
portion of the park until 1874, opening it
each year for the summer months. Events
included a prom concert in July 1872,
which rescued the Huddersfield Choral
Society from debt,4 and a Floral and
Horticultural Society show on 25 June
1873.5 In 1874 the Council agreed to
take over his lease, and to buy the orchestra and other buildings he had put up.
The handover was finalised on 1 February
1875 when Alderman Denham’s account
book, which he had opened in 1870 with
the inscription “Green Head Park for the People if they will”, was signed off:
“the Public have gained the Park through Mr Denham, he having made this
sacrifice for their benefit.”6
For the summer months, the Park was now to be open from 6 to 9 pm on
weekdays and 1 to 9 pm on Sundays. Events included commercial galas put
on by a James Pain of London, fund-raising events for the Infirmary, brass
9
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band contests and Primitive Methodist camp meetings, as well as the established
Band of Hope demonstrations and flower shows. Walls and fences were
repaired to control access and urinals put in, while animals continued to
graze alongside the recreational uses. Anti-social behaviour made an early
appearance, with “the attention of the Chief Constable ... called to the great
extent of mischief done to trees and shrubs by youths resorting to the Park”,
soon followed by the first appointment of a (temporary) park-keeper, one
William Kaye, at 2s/6d (12.5p) per day. A decade before its official opening,
then, Greenhead had become a municipal park, with many of the events and
issues that were to typify its future in Council ownership.

THE PARK TAKES SHAPE, 1881-84
That ownership was finally secured in January 1881, with a contract signed
by the Council on 13 January and by Sir John on the 15th. On that date the
Council paid the estate £27,533/17s/6d (about £1.3 million today). This
represented £30,000 for 30 acres, plus interest at 5% since 1874, when terms
had first been agreed, less Sir John’s £5000 donation and a further sum to
meet half the cost of Park Drive, which served as much to open up the
surrounding housing land as to provide a carriage drive round the Park.7
The 30 acres in question were the present Park as we know it, except the
1920s extension for the bowling greens and tennis courts (see below). No
public subscription was launched, and the costs were to be borne by the
ratepayers of the central wards, not the Borough as a whole – even nearby
Marsh was excused, though it included the top end of the Park. But the burden
was eased by applying a surplus built up on the waterworks fund.
The Council had now to decide how to lay out the Park, and what facilities
to include – crucial decisions for the future. Planning of the Park was placed
in the hands of Richard Dugdale, the Borough Surveyor (see box on page
12), who took responsibility for every aspect of the design.
The first step was to confirm the layout of what would now become Park
Drive and Park Avenue, sketched by Ramsden surveyors as early as 1870
and adapted to the final agreed site in 1878. As the map opposite shows,
the roadway now in front of the refreshment rooms was initially part of the
boundary road. It also shows that the roads cut across the land held by
existing tenants, notably the out-buildings of Greenhead Hall. This raised a
sensitive issue, because by this time the tenant of the Hall was Alderman John
10
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Fligg Brigg, who had taken a 21-year lease in 1871 and was now the Mayor!
Negotiations were undertaken by the Borough Surveyor, and Brigg received
£50 to fund the diversion of his drive and rebuilding of greenhouses, vinery
and boundary walls.

1881 Ramsden Estate map showing the land to be sold for the Park. The
different colours represent land of different legal status, though all Ramsdenowned. (West Yorkshire Archive Service - Kirklees, DD/RA/49).

11
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PARK HEROES 2 – RICHARD DUGDALE
Richard Swarbrick Dugdale,
MICE was born on 4 June
1849 and served articles
with the Borough Engineer
of Blackburn from 1864-67.
From Blackburn he moved
to Halifax and Salford
before being appointed
Huddersfield’s first full-time
Borough Engineer on 23
October 1879, still aged
only 30.
The General
Purposes Committee had
narrowly favoured Mr
Stanway, of the Huddersfield
Waterworks, but their 12-11
vote was overturned by the
full Council in favour of
Dugdale.
He held the post for 18
years, a period during which
the town was rapidly developing its municipal services. Among
other projects he was responsible for the open market building
in Brook Street and the town’s first tramways. Before coming
to Huddersfield he had designed the ornate upper sections
of the well-known Wainhouse Tower at Halifax. He lived in
Highfields.
By 1897 he was receiving a salary of £600 per year – equivalent
to about £35,000 today – but nonetheless fell into financial
difficulties. He was declared bankrupt in September 1897, and
left the Council after three months’ notice.
Sources: Roy Brook, Huddersfield Corporation Tramways (1983); biographical
folder at Huddersfield Local Studies Library. Photo from the Huddersfield
Corporation 1897 Jubilee Handbook, courtesy of Kirklees Council.
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With this issue out of the way, and possession gained from the other tenants,
Park Drive was laid out by May 1882, Dugdale’s detailed plan was approved
in February 1883, work on laying it out began in May and most of the Park’s
main features were in place in time for the opening in September 1884
(though completion of all the walks was to take until 1887). Before that, in
May 1884, a strip of land on the east side of Park Avenue, from Trinity Street
to Greenhead Road, also clearly visible on the map on page 11, was opened
as a public walk on Sundays and survives today.
As well as the overall layout, Dugdale designed key features of the Park (see
photos on pages 17-19), including:
•

The Gothic entrance lodge (a grade II listed building). Originally
two dwellings, for the Park’s superintendent and gardener, the
gardener’s cottage was converted to a room for the Parks Committee
in 1896, with portraits of Thomas Denham, Wright Mellor (who
had opened the Park) and Huddersfield’s first Mayor, C H Jones.

•

The Italian Gardens and Fountain. Originally the fountain had a
spiralling double flume, creating patterns designed to be viewed
from the sitting area to the North.

•

The octagonal bandstand (listed grade II), in Japanese style,
overlooking the largest lake. This was modified down the years to
try to improve sound projection and the comfort of band members.

•

The main lake with its island, newly restored in 2010 after being
filled in in 1954. This was originally one of five lakes and ponds.
The next largest survives as the paddling pool and there were three
more on sites now occupied by the rose garden and conservatory,
including two in the shape of a fish, all filled in by 1930.

•

A series of arbours overlooking the upper and lower lakes, of which
the three-arched structure by the remaining lake is the only survivor
and, in similar style, the bridge carrying the main avenue over
another path.

•

The terraces and belvedere at the highest point of the Park. Now
surmounted by the commanding 1924 war memorial (see below),
these were originally intended as the base for an octagonal pavilion.
13
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Dugdale’s design for the Park pavilion was approved in March 1884 but
then deferred on cost grounds, though as we have seen it was still being
advocated at the opening six months later. By way of compensation the number
of lakeside arbours was increased to four and a 125-foot ‘Venetian mast’ (a
flag pole) erected on the terrace; this blew down in a gale in 1913. And the
empty terrace, with a rough rocky slope behind it, became an “earthly paradise”
of imaginative play, according to a reminiscence from the Park’s early days
(see box opposite).
There were also ‘furnishings’ to be
put in place. The Park was completely
enclosed by a cast iron ‘palisade’,
taking advantage of an existing
contract and design for the boundary
railings at Beaumont Park (the mast
was also based on one at Beaumont
Park, “but 25 feet higher”). The
design survives today in the short
stretch of railings still standing on
Trinity Street. The gates were
designed by Mr Dugdale – with a
£50 donation from a printer, Alfred
Jubb, for a specially-designed
‘printer’s gate’ at the Gledholt
entrance near his home. Dugdale
also designed a seat incorporating the Borough coat of arms and no fewer
than 250 were made, some surviving today and now restored. All this created
work for a wide range of local businesses: the main contractor was Abraham
Graham, but many other firms were among the ‘makers’ of the park, and
those we have identified are listed on our website.8
The temperance movement contributed two drinking fountains. One, which
survives today near the lake, was funded by a £50 donation from the
Huddersfield Temperance Society and, again, designed by the versatile
Dugdale. The other, ‘Rebecca at her Well’, supported by £100 from the Band
of Hope Union, became a much-loved feature of the Park but was lost by
about 1960 (her story is told on pages 26-7).
As well as built structures the Park had also of course to be planted. A special
sub-committee agreed the list of trees and plants required, and these were
14
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HAPPY DAYS 1 – AN EARTHLY PARADISE
I will not say how many summers ago a trio of children depended for
their happiness upon the terraces of Greenhead Park being deserted.
For that particular spot was the goal of their pilgrimage on hot summer
days.
The terrace was a stone terrace and tangible, but the house, palace or
mansion belonging to it was a house not built with hands. It could be
any style of architecture you wished ... It could bristle with turrets and
towers and castellated battlements, green shutters and striped
awnings, hanging flower-baskets, and hoisted flags....The rough rocks
behind the terrace could be furniture, or horses, or bicycles, at will.
These days being before the advent of the motor, horses and cycles
were the desirable height of ambition for the purposes of locomotion.... astride the pointed rock, shaped like a saddle, one could
scorch for miles down sunny roads without let or hindrance ... Or on
the back of the chestnut mare (a cold
grey rock) ... one could gallop through
‘The Park’ and o’er breezy downland,
returning in time for a sumptuous
repast in the dining-hall, the hospitable
table of which was the erstwhile
chestnut mare.... After dinner (which,
after all, is a lame affair when consisting
of pretence) one opened the French
windows and strolled on the lawn, and
discussed one’s husbands (one
apiece understood).
One way to the ‘Rocks’ was by the
‘Lover’s Walk’, which afforded diversion
for uninspired days. You ‘dared’ each
other to approach a happy couple of
assor ted sex sitting much closer
together than necessary on the long
Park seat, and inquired the time.... And if extracting the watch
necessitated the removal of a masculine arm from a feminine waist,
your happiness was complete.
Letter by ‘a South Country correspondent’ to the Huddersfield Examiner, 10/7/1920.

15
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bought mainly from
Kershaws of Brighouse,
still in business today. A
propagating house and
potting shed were built
near the Marsh Fold
entrance – the beginnings
of the present depot. And
the lake was populated by
six swans donated by Sir
John William Ramsden
and delivered from Byram
Hall by train on 14 April
1885!

Mayor’s letter of thanks for the swans

The final cost of all
this was both considerable and controversial.
According to the stillcritical Weekly News, the
£27,000-plus net payment
to the Ramsden estate
had been followed by
expenditure of a further
£38,000 by the time of
the opening – and still
the Park’s promoters
called for a pavilion!

Moreover, the Park once open of course needed staff. The first full-time
gardener, Henry Morley of Normanton, was appointed in July 1883 and
promoted to superintendent when the Park opened in September 1884, on
a starting salary of £65 a year (say £3500 today), rising to £100 by 1889. He
was to serve until 1923, aged 82, when his employment was ended due to
(unsurprising) unfitness to continue; he died shortly afterwards.
All in all, running costs plus servicing the loan added up to around £900 per
annum from the opening year, or around £50,000 in today’s prices. It was
to be 15 years before the Council accepted that this should be borne by the
whole Borough, not just by the town centre wards.
16
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The Italian Gardens and Fountain, 1905

Upper lake and arbour with Venetian mast beyond, 1907
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Lower lake with fountain - now the paddling pool

Lower lake arbour - now demolished
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Second arbour on upper lake - demolished in 1969

Fishtail-shaped pond and arbour - replaced by the conservatory
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A NEW FOCUS FOR THE TOWN, 1884-1914
The new Park provided a stage on which the life of the town could be acted
out. But many of the early themes had already been set in the preceding
years of the leased park.
Music was important from the outset. By the late 19th century the West Riding
had a flourishing brass band culture, and the Park featured a summer season
of band concerts from 1885, the first summer it was open. Initial attempts
to meet costs entirely from voluntary subscriptions were soon underwritten
by the Parks Committee, which selected the bands. Regimental bands joined
the mix, alongside the local amateur bands, from 1898 (perhaps reflecting a
growing emphasis on imperial and military affairs as the Boer War approached).
There were also choir contests and prom concerts by the Borough organist,
and refreshments were served from the lakeside arbour from 1902.

The main avenue in the early days of the Park
The Park was also used for other social and charitable events – sometimes
with exclusive use in exchange for a hire fee. The Friendly & Trade Societies
20
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held fetes to raise funds for local charities such as the Infirmary. The annual
Band of Hope Union Whit demonstrations continued, and the detailed
programme for 1888 appeared in committee minutes. Much like any other
summer fete, the Union offered entertainments such as Punch and Judy, a
maypole and fireworks; choir, recitation and other contests; a children’s concert,
sporting events and refreshments. Oddly the Committee did not permit
temperance meetings as part of the event; but then there was apparently a
ban on explicitly religious and political events, as applications for Independent
Labour Party meetings were turned down in 1902 and 1906. But a
demonstration by the Trades Council, the local federation of trade unions,
was allowed in 1895.

Committee of Management of the Huddersfield Floral & Horticultural Society,
August 1908
The flower show held in Thomas Denham’s park was not repeated for many
years, as the original Floral & Horticultural Society had come to grief in
1875. However it was relaunched in 1906 at a town hall meeting chaired by
Alderman Edward Woodhead, chairman of parks (see box overleaf), with the
objects of holding an annual show in Greenhead Park and promoting the
study and growth of flowers, fruits and vegetables. Park superintendent
Henry Morley was one of the 25 founding members (perhaps seen third from
right above, as he was “a fine looking gentleman with a long black beard”9)
together with A Paterson, his counterpart at Beaumont Park.10
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PARK HEROES 3 – EDWARD WOODHEAD
Down the years the Park
benefited from a succession of strong-minded
and dedicated Parks
Committee
chairmen.
Edward Booth Woodhead
(1828-1911)
was
a
woollen merchant who
lived for many years at
Trafford House, Halifax
Rd, Edgerton. A Quaker
in religion and a Liberal in
politics, he was a member
of the Council from 1879
until his death, with a fiveyear break, becoming an
Alderman in 1897; and
Chairman of Parks from
1901-11.
Local historian Pamela Cooksey has written: “The Committees
on which he served were varied ... but his greatest interest lay
in the work he did as Chairman of the Parks and Cemeteries
Committee. He held a strong belief in the need for places of
beauty, tranquillity and refreshment for the enjoyment of the
townsfolk and visitors to Huddersfield. He often spoke of the
joy he felt having the responsibility that he carried for the care
of Beaumont and Greenhead Parks – which he considered two
of the grandest parks in Yorkshire. During the many celebrations
in the town for the coronation of Edward VII, there was a tree
planting ceremony in Greenhead Park and the Chairman of the
proceedings referred to Edward [Woodhead] in his speech and
described him as a man ‘who had worked in all good ways for
municipal government’.”
Source: Pamela Cooksey, Public Lives: The Family of Joseph Woodhead, a
Notable Family of Huddersfield, Huddersfield Local History Society (1999).
Photo courtesy of Kirklees Council.
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The Park also became the local backdrop for major national events. The
early years saw the Golden and Diamond Jubilees of Queen Victoria’s reign.
The Golden Jubilee on 20 June 1887 saw the Park “crowded with visitors”
for festivities which culminated in a display of fireworks launched from the
terrace. The Diamond Jubilee programme, on 22 June 1897, included a
band concert, Punch and Judy show and evening fireworks, including the
creation of a portrait of the Queen! (The Diamond Jubilee is of course best
remembered locally for the decision to put up the Jubilee Tower on Castle
Hill.) On a different note, when the Trades Union Congress met in
Huddersfield in 1900, the week concluded with a demonstration in the Park
– albeit ill-attended and without most of the advertised speakers!
But the Park was also, as now, a space for informal recreation. Sometimes
this got a helping hand from the authorities. Skating was allowed on
the main lake from the first winter, and the following summer one of
the small lakes was reserved for toy boats; though in 1898 fishing was
prohibited.
Then as now people also made their own amusements, and the behaviour
of some was a matter of concern. By-laws for the Parks (Greenhead and
Beaumont) had been adopted on 1 October 1884 and were displayed on

Boating on the lower lake
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HAPPY DAYS 2 – VIVIEN HIRST
There were two ponds, the top
and larger one, containing a
variety of ducks, many very
pretty, which we watched and
fed frequently. On one side
were picturesque grottos
where we sheltered when it
rained. In the largest one,
afternoon tea was served
during the season of band
performances. For a few coppers
one was admitted into the
enclosure around the pond,
and it was a very special treat
to dress in my smarter clothes
and sit with Mummy listening
to the Band, usually presented
by a famous regiment in their
fine uniform. I especially
enjoyed the Highland Dancers who gave their exhibition on a
platform built out in front of the bandstand....
Then we would stroll round the pond, smiling and nodding,
or speaking to many people whom we knew, all looking
fashionable and smart, before joining the crush in the grotto,
or sitting at little tables outside to enjoy afternoon tea, or ices,
or strawberries and cream.....
‘Bobby’ Smith, the retired policeman, was quite a character. Of
good age, very big and portly, with a swelling, bulbous nose
(made so by drink it was whispered), he paraded up and down,
nodding to the nurses and making friends with the children,
pursuing his slow, dignified way, leaning on his stick with a
rolling motion, almost as though he had been a sailor. We
looked on him as a friend we had always known.
From Family of Four: A Remembrance of Childhood (© R Prior; Stockport, 1962).
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notice boards. Access was of course controlled by the fence and gates –
opening hours were also displayed, and there were periodic experiments with
a gong or bell to clear the park at closing time. In June 1885 the Town Clerk
was instructed to “issue a Notice calling attention to the damages and
offences committed in the Park and that the Chief Constable be requested
to have an additional number of Constables present in the Park on musical
evenings” – this right at the start of the first band concert season. The
following spring ‘keep off the grass’ signs were ordered, and later iron hurdles
were put up around the grassed 'playground' (today's events arena), bringing
an impassioned protest in the Huddersfield Chronicle, under the heading
“People’s Park, Greenhead”:
Is the above park simply an exhibition for horticultural display, or
is it for the use of the people? A portion called the playground is
used for agricultural purposes. Now we have a prospect of warm
weather could it not be given up to its legitimate use, where children
can run about and enjoy themselves without being ruthlessly told to
keep off the grass?
In 1892 the Committee noted that on Sunday afternoons seats on the main
walk were being monopolised by youths and resolved to paint ‘For Ladies’
on them. But two years later, complained another correspondent to the
Chronicle, the same seats were still occupied on fine evenings by youths and
young girls whose amusement was
to make very personal remarks about ladies and gentlemen passing ...
just loud enough to be heard, and if they can hurt or annoy anyone,
their object is attained, as indicated by the roar of laughter that at
once follows.
The writer recommended the parents of the offending youth to visit the Park
to control their offspring. The Parks Committee sometimes summoned
miscreants to their meetings for reprimands, and appointed a uniformed
ranger in 1907. The box opposite contains a childhood recollection of him,
and of the entertainments in the Park, around 1910.
As well as managing behaviour in the Park, the staff faced some maintenance
challenges which have become equally familiar down the years. Leaks from
the lakes, poor drainage of the open 'playground' and bandstand acoustics
and sightlines were all on the agenda before the 19th century was out.
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‘REBECCA’ AND THE RAMSDEN FOUNTAIN
‘Rebecca at her well’, sculpted by Samuel Auty, was presented
to the Park by the Band of Hope Union on 25 July 1885. It stood
in front of twin rustic arches, overlooking the playground
(events arena) a few yards from where the elaborate Ramsden
fountain stands today. Samuel Auty was a “sculptor, general
carver and letter cutter” who was later to work on Byram
Buildings and Lindley Clock Tower, and had a studio in Westgate.

In her childhood recollections of the Park around 1910, Edgerton
resident Vivien Hirst wrote:
In a secluded part of the Park was a red, stone-built
fountain, with the figure of Rebecca pouring water from
her jug into the small well. We would clamber over the
great stones mounting high and continuing round the
sides to from two arches, under which people passed
now and then to the huge recreation ground....11
Though oft-remembered, she was not always liked, as another
memoir from a few years later illustrates:
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In a little tree-screened corner was ‘Rebecca at the
Well’, whom we sometimes visited, though I thought
her rather silly. The stone figure of a woman in a long
robe stood in front of a high rock background over
which slipped a small cascade of water. There she
stood, ‘not watching what she was doing’, letting the
water run over the rim of her jug all the time while she
sat gazing straight ahead with blank eyes. Her nose
was chipped, too.12
Many years later, in March 1948, the Council decided to relocate
to the Park the ornate Gothic fountain which Sir John William
Ramsden had given the town in 1888. This was first placed in
the Market Place and then in St Paul’s Gardens at the foot of
Ramsden Street, but a new site was now to be provided in
Greenhead Park by “the pulling down and removal of the stone
archway and Rebecca Fountain”. Rebecca was moved to a
rockery half way up steps ascending from the NW corner of the
lake to Park Drive, but survived there for only a few more years.
By 1971 she attracted this lament in the Examiner (1 December)
by Rex Mason, brother of the Marsh-born film star James:
Rebecca, dear, beside her well
For years in Greenhead Park did dwell.
Admittedly she lost some charm,
At first her nose and then her arm.
But still to youngsters she was dear.
Without her nose, her face, her ear.
Now she’s vanished, gone away,
Replaced by fount in Gothic shrine.
Memories alone will stay.
Where have you gone, Rebecca mine?
Apparently she did not go far, as fragments were found near her
final resting place during the 2010 restoration.
The Ramsden fountain of course still stands; designed by
Sir Robert Edis (1839-1927), a nationally noted architect and
designer, it was restored in 1971 and is listed grade II.
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After the early controversies about cost, it was not until the 1900s that any
proposals were made for further development of the Park’s facilities. A bowling
green was first suggested in 1902, and a bridge to the lake island in 1906.
The following year saw a scheme drawn up for an indoor pavilion for band
concerts, while 1912 brought discussion about an open air swimming pool
in place of the “centre lake” (probably the future paddling pool), and a
decision – surely implausible in view of its width – to allow the strip of land
in Park Avenue to be made available for an art gallery. None of these
proposals was taken forward; most were to find echoes in future years.
In a more modest way, however, the Park developed its role as an open-air
museum. This had begun in the opening year, when an altar from the Roman
fort at Slack (now the site of Outlane Golf Club) was housed in a niche of
the lakeside arbour; the inscription was deciphered by local historian G W
Tomlinson and reproduced on a brass plate nearby in 1891.

Classical pillars by the paddling pool, August 1961
There was also a Roman hypocaust in the grounds of Greenhead Hall; this
and the altar were both removed to the Tolson Museum, in Ravensknowle
Park, in 1920. An old grindstone was taken into the Park in 1890, and “a
very fine model of a recumbent lion” was accepted in 1899; though by 1901
it had fallen to pieces. Then in 1904 three fluted classical pillars were taken
in from Old Post Office Yard; two were identified by the Ramsden estate
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Unveiling the Boer War Memorial, May 1905
employee Isaac Hordern as ornamental gateposts from the house of Mr J
Atkinson of Bradley Mills, perhaps denoting his status as a magistrate in the
late 18th century. They were soon joined by a bronze eagle donated by a Mr
Crampton of Market Place, and both exhibits received inscriptions. At time
of writing, remains of the pillars are visible in the park depot.
Around this time the tradition was first established of using carpet bedding
in the Italian gardens to commemorate local and national events, to promote
local charities or to deliver public information messages in floral form, with
the Parks Committee choosing a new theme every year.
The Park also took on an important new public role during this period as
home to the ‘Fallen Heroes’ memorial, to those Huddersfield soldiers who
lost their lives during the Boer War (see box overleaf). Its siting near the
main entrance to the Park was agreed early in 1904 and the memorial was
unveiled on Saturday 20 May 1905 by Lieutenant General Sir John French
KCB KCMG, later commander-in-chief of the British Expeditionary Force
in the First World War.
The final act in the Park’s history before World War I was a Royal visit on 11
July 1912. Huddersfield was included in a Royal Tour of the North by King
George V and Queen Mary, apparently undertaken at the suggestion of the
29
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THE BOER WAR MEMORIAL
This was erected in memory of
those Huddersfield men who died
during the South African War
(1899-1902). The war was fought
between British Imperial forces
and the ‘Boers’ – farmers of Dutch
descent. Despite their lack of military training, the Boers proved
hardy and elusive foes. The much
larger British forces found that
they needed extra manpower, and
for the first time the forerunners of
the Territorial Army – Volunteer
infantry Battalions and Yeomanry
cavalry – went to war. The scale of
the war, and the use of local
‘Saturday Night Soldiers’, meant
that people at home identified much more closely with the armed
forces than had been the case in previous wars. Consequently,
for the first time large numbers of memorials to local soldiers
and sailors were erected, paid for by public subscription.
The Boer War memorial in Greenhead Park is a particularly fine
one. The statue depicts an infantryman in his khaki uniform and
wearing the typical slouch hat adopted by the volunteers who
served in South Africa. The plinth is of grey Aberdeen granite,
with bronze plaques. The cost of the statue - £500 - was raised
by a committee using promenade concerts, whip-rounds at
works and a newspaper appeal. The design was by Alan Stewart
of the Illustrated London News, based on a sketch by a local
man, Philip Lee; the statue was modelled by Benjamin
Creswick, and supplied by the Birmingham company of Hart,
Son, Peard and Co. This company later supplied the First World
War memorial to Fartown and Birkby men that can still be seen
in Norman Park, Huddersfield.
Adapted from texts by John Rumsby and Anne Brook.
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Archbishop of York to defuse widespread industrial unrest.13 The Royal party
based themselves at Earl Fitzwilliam’s seat at Wentworth Woodhouse, and
their itinerary included Huddersfield’s first ever visit by a reigning monarch.
After a visit to Wellington Mills, Marsh, the party came on to the Park, where
a crowd had been gathering for three hours.
All eyes were fixed on the great tower at Wellington Mills [reported
the Examiner], and just before a quarter past three the flag went
up, so that it was known the train of motor-cars had left. The
children strained their eyes towards the Marsh gate, and a storm
of flag waving and cheering proclaimed an arrival. It was the chief
constable of Huddersfield in a car, clearing the way for the Royal
party.
The Marsh entrance had been doubled in width, and a new straight path run
across to the terrace, for the visit. The Examiner continued:
Soon a still greater storm of applause, in piping children’s voices,
announced the arrival of the King’s motor, which was soon seen
slowly moving between the ranks of children along the Gledholt
path, and the new straight path, to where the Mayor, Council,
magistrates, and hundreds of good citizens and citizenesses awaited
their Majesties.
Formalities and pleasantries were duly exchanged, including the presentation
to the King of John Frecheville Ramsden, heir to the manor, and his wife.
“The period allotted to this brief ceremony had now expired”, and the King
moved on to unveil the statue of his father, King Edward VII, outside the old
Infirmary (now Kirklees College, where the statue still stands). The royal
party then processed through the Colne and Holme Valleys to take tea at
Northgate House, Honley with William Brooke JP, who had helped rescue
the Park purchase negotiations from a final crisis back in 1880.
An odd footnote to this great occasion was a decision by the Parks Committee
immediately afterwards to wipe out the alterations and restore the Park to its
previous condition. However this was soon reversed in favour of a proposal
by John Edward Shaw to plant a line of oak trees along the straight new walk.
Shaw was a photographer who lived in Burlington House, the splendid 1886
mansion at the corner of Park Drive and Trinity Street which was one of the
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Visit of King George V and Queen Mary, July 1912
first to take advantage of the residential opportunities of the site.14 The
straight walk was retained, and sometimes known thereafter as King’s (or
Royal) Walk (see maps after page 35); the oaks were planted, and survive as
mature trees alongside the new children's playground in the 2010 makeover
of the Park.
Like the trees, history casts a long shadow. And by now, of course, it was
only two years until the outbreak of World War I, which would over-shadow
the 20th century.

WAR AND PEACE, 1914-24
The Great War of 1914-18, fought in foreign fields, had less visible impact
on life at home than the Second World War would have, and left little trace
in the annals of the Park: wartime Committee minutes give the impression
of ‘business as usual’, with no new initiatives. But as the war ground on,
and the appalling scale of slaughter became evident, minds inevitably turned
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in Huddersfield as elsewhere to appropriate ways to memorialise the dead
and to salute those who had served and survived. Greenhead Park, which
had marked the dead of the Boer War with an annual ceremony since the
Fallen Heroes monument had been unveiled in 1905, might have seemed the
natural site for a Great War memorial too.
However it took some time to reach this conclusion, with a range of other
proposals being put forward.15 The Council’s first thought, early in 1918,
was to erect a library, art gallery and museum as the memorial building.
Later in the year an institute for ex-servicemen was proposed. It was only in
April 1919 that Greenhead first came into the frame, when the Fallen Heroes
Memorial Committee asked the Council for a public meeting about a memorial
hall in Greenhead Park – perhaps picking up on the lost pavilion of 1884.
Neither of these schemes secured a public consensus, and in January 1920
a new committee of influential citizens emerged, under the chairmanship of
the Mayor, Alderman J A Woolven, to champion a new proposal. The idea
now was to raise a fund both to erect a war memorial to the fallen and to assist
wounded survivors through an endowment to benefit the Royal Infirmary.
Surplus funds from the War Hospital Committee, which had operated the
wartime military hospital at Royds Hall, were pledged as a start.
While these debates continued, the Park had seen a celebration of peace on
Saturday 19 July 1919. A procession from the Town Hall to the Park was
followed by a thanksgiving service attended by 20-30,000 people, with 1500
taking part in the massed choir and orchestra, and with a separate band
concert in the evening. The previous day had been children’s day, starting
with a sing, followed by sports and artistes on the playground. Both days
featured evening band concerts, in other parks as well as Greenhead.16
A year later, on 24 July 1920, the Park welcomed Admiral of the Fleet Earl
Beatty, who had received the German naval surrender and went on to become
First Sea Lord. He was honoured as a freeman of the Borough, opened the
Discharged Sailors’ and Soldiers’ Club in John William Street, and then
processed to the Park, where “Attractions almost multitudinous had been
provided” – including Professor Land’s Punch and Judy, the Pelican Concert
Party and the first-ever performance by Huddersfield Thespians.
By this time the War Memorial Committee had set its public appeal target at
£100,000, and by February 1921 the Greenhead Park terraces had been chosen
as the memorial site, approved by the Council “provided the foundations
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THE GREAT WAR MEMORIAL

The designer of the memorial was Sir Charles Nicholson (18671949), an architect who normally specialised in building and
restoring churches. His design consists of a Column of Victory
topped by a gilt bronze Sacrificial Cross, reaching a height of
60 feet (18.3m), backed by a Grecian-style colonnade, 32 feet
high (9.7m). The design was severely grand and simple, with
no decoration; unlike many war memorials, it did not have the
names of Huddersfield’s estimated 4,500 dead inscribed upon
it. The material used was ‘the finest selected local stone, quarried
and worked by local men.’ A deposit of newspapers, coins and
a list of subscribers was placed under the foundation stone –
reportedly with the informal addition of a beer bottle containing
the names of all the men who worked on the site.
After the Second World War, the dates ‘1939-1945’ were added
to the Great War memorial in 1948 (see below).
Adapted from texts by John Rumsby and Anne Brook.
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already laid there for a concert hall were not affected” (40 years on, the
dream died hard!). Sir Charles Nicholson was appointed architect and drew
up outline schemes, which the Parks Committee supported “as they were of
the opinion that the memorial would be a great acquisition to the Park”.
Fund-raising went forward, eventually yielding £54,000 (about £1.1m
today), of which £14,000 was spent on the memorial and £40,000 invested
to benefit the Infirmary. The foundation stone was laid on 5 August 1922,
and the memorial unveiled on 26 April 1924 by Lieutenant General Sir
Charles Harington, officer commanding the Northern Command.

Unveiling of the Great War Memorial, April 1924

Overleaf are maps illustrating the changing shape of the Park between 1893
and 1932. Most obvious are the major developments of the 1920s - the Great War
memorial, Gledholt extension and refreshment rooms, Oastler playground and
conservatory - but the detail is also interesting. The straight 'king's walk' of
1912 can be clearly seen, running from the refreshment rooms to the terrace, and
the Marsh depot buildings have grown considerably. The five lakes have
shrunk to the two we have today; but all four arbours are still standing (though one
has become a lavatory). Outside the Park, Greenhead Hall has been replaced
by the High School for Girls. On the 1893 map, the ward boundary separates
the central wards, which paid for the Park's upkeep in the early years, from
Marsh, which didn't.
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1932 MAP
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THE PARK BETWEEN THE WARS:
A GOLDEN AGE?
The new war memorial brought a sombre note to the Park’s highest point.
But by the time it was unveiled, what was arguably Greenhead’s golden age
was well under way, and the 1937 Huddersfield Directory described the Park
as “easily the most popular summer resort in the district”.17 A great deal had
been achieved by then, under the long reign as chairman of Alderman Albert
Woolven (see box).
Most obviously, as the maps on the previous pages show, the Park had been
extended from its western boundary to Gledholt Lane, to create the tennis
courts and bowling greens, overlooked by the new pavilion and cafe. Leaving
aside Alderman Denham’s early visions, the Gledholt extension was first
suggested in 1897 and again in 1910, when Ramsden agent Colonel Beadon,
who had succeeded Major Graham, asked if the Council would like to buy
this additional land to safeguard it (once again) from housebuilding. The
offer was turned down, and no building took place – perhaps it had been a
bluff, or perhaps the War set back the Ramsden schemes. Then in 1920 the
entire Ramsden estate in Huddersfield was famously sold to the Corporation
for £1.3 million (worth £25-30m today), earning Huddersfield the rubric
‘the town that bought itself’, so the land came into Council ownership
anyway. It comprised open pasture leased to the printer Alfred Jubb, who
had sponsored the Gledholt gate to the Park back in 1884, with part used as
a cricket field.
The Parks Committee, as we have seen, had been thinking about bowling
greens for 20 years, and made its first bid to use the recently-acquired fields
in February 1923. There was then a tussle within the Council, of a kind baffling
to anyone outside local government. The ‘landlord’ of the former Ramsden
estate was now the Council’s Estates Committee, which offered to lease the
land to the Parks Committee for fourpence a square yard. This was apparently
more than Mr Jubb was paying and the Parks Committee, which would have
to find the rent from its budget, turned down the offer, resolving instead to
find a site within the existing park for four tennis courts, two bowling greens
and a pavilion. Plans were drawn up for sites below the terrace and on part
of the open playground. At this point higher authority stepped in, in the
shape of the General Purposes Committee, the chairs of Estates and Parks
had their heads banged together, and the land was transferred to Parks for a
one-off ‘payment’ of £300.
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PARK HEROES 4 – ALBERT WOOLVEN
Alderman James Albert Woolven
(1852-1941) was Chairman of Parks
from 1913 to 1935, leading it through
the major developments of the 1920s to
something like its final form as the
Park we know today. He was a Conservative, first elected to the Council
in 1892, becoming an alderman in
1913 and Mayor in 1919-21, leading
the Conservative group and serving
for a record 43 years.
Born in Sussex, he joined the Pickfords
haulage firm as an office boy aged 12, and came to Yorkshire as a
company auditor in 1873, choosing Huddersfield as his home over
Leeds or Bradford because “I found the inhabitants most congenial”. Two years later he was district manager, but in 1887 he bought
a wholesale wine and spirit business in Victoria Lane and became
landlord of the nearby Bull & Mouth Inn. He was also a director of
the neighbouring Theatre Royal – depicted in the murals above the
proscenium arch – and much involved in the theatrical life of the
town. He organised the workmen’s penny contribution scheme for
the Royal Infirmary for 55 years. As Mayor he raised funds to
replace war-contaminated wells in two French villages where
Huddersfield soldiers had served. In 1927 he was rewarded with
the Croix de Chevalier de la Legion d’Honneur, an honour marked
in the Park's carpet bedding. And he became a freeman of the
borough, the highest municipal honour for a citizen, in July 1934.
In 1932 he reminisced about his theatrical memories to a local
theatre company. Responding on behalf of the company, Miss
Cecile Fox assured him, to much laughter, that she had visited
“his Park” to learn her lines. His association with the Park was
maintained after his retirement by his endowment of a Woolven
Trophy for a bowling competition between Council departments.
Sources: Huddersfield Daily Examiner and Cuttings Book, Huddersfield Local
Studies Library. Photo courtesy of Kirklees Council.
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While this municipal pantomime played out, the Borough Architect, Luther
Smith, had produced his first sketch plans for the extension in July 1923.
But there were to be several more twists before the scheme came to fruition.
The official opening was not until 2 June 1927, when “beautiful summer
weather” attended the opening of 14 tennis courts, two bowling greens, two
putting greens and the pavilion, with its cafe and changing rooms. In an
echo of the 1884 ceremony with its bejewelled gold key, but in more
straitened financial times, the Mayor was presented with a silver-gilt key to
the pavilion, and the donation of the clock by Ulrich and Mrs Fiechter was
recognised by presenting the latter with a handbag. The Mayor and
Alderman Woolven then bowled the first bowls, and tea was served in a large
marquee.

The new bowling greens and tennis courts
The tennis courts had in fact been open for a year already, but the overall
scheme had been delayed by controversies over cost and some elements had
been sacrificed along the way. In particular, no facilities for bowlers were
provided in the pavilion and the Greenhead Park Bowling Association,
formed in October 1927, had to make do with two steel garages – originally
acquired as temporary changing rooms for tennis players – until July 1935,
when the Mayor opened a purpose-built wooden bowling pavilion.
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The bowling pavilion (in foreground), September 1949
As well as these new sports facilities, attention in this period turned to
children’s play. At the original opening ceremony in 1884, the Mayor had
said:
One great charm to my mind in this park is that there is vacant
ground for the children – recreation ground – some eight acres
of ground sacred to the purposes of play. I am always delighted
myself to see what I may term the restless rollicking of children.
As we saw earlier, this sacred ground had in fact been desecrated by other
uses from the Park’s early days; and, despite a proposal for swings as early
as 1892, no play equipment had ever been provided. This had never stopped
children from enjoying the park, and one young girl’s vivid recollections of
the early 1920s appear in the box overleaf.
However in September 1924 the Parks Committee accepted a proposal from
the Oastler Memorial Fund for a children’s playground dedicated to their hero.
Richard Oastler (1789-1861) was steward of the Thornhill Estate, based at
Fixby Hall (now Huddersfield Golf Club), but more famously a passionate
campaigner against what he dubbed ‘Yorkshire slavery’ – the long hours of
child labour common in the growing textile mills of the early 19th century.
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HAPPY DAYS 3 – MARGARET REVELL
At the top of Gledholt beside a long field lay Greenhead Park,
itself a favourite for an afternoon’s outing. A quarter of an hour’s
walk would take us to the gates of the Park, and when we had
also walked the whole length of the recreation ground we would
arrive at the first of two ponds. For years a pair of swans lived
there, and the most exciting time to visit them was when they
were followed around by a huddle of fluffy grey babies—Ugly
Ducklings indeed. The pond was a strange shape, with two long
narrow straggling backwaters, where the stagnant water was
hidden by floating leaves and rubbish, distinctly unsavoury: here
I was not encouraged to linger.
Two artificial islands planted with small trees and bushes provided nesting-places for the swans and ducks. Beside the lake
was a large shelter looking like a grotto, with seats inside and
on the top. On the far side of the lake was a smartly-painted
bandstand. Visiting brass bands played there regularly on summer
evenings, and on those days the grass and paths immediately
beyond the bandstand were railed off with some of the heavy
park benches turned backwards. Little watchmen’s huts were
placed in the gaps between these seats, and no one could enter
without paying.
At the main entrance to the park ‘sheets’ were erected on square
frames higher than my head, tapering down like a square funnel
into a box on the ground. Whether or not one intended to pay
later for a special seat in the enclosure, one was expected to
throw coppers into these sheets. I could watch the shadow of
the coins through the light material as they slid down and rattled
into the box. [One of these can be seen in the view of the tennis
courts, p.40.]
The lower pond was reserved for the sailing of model boats.
Shallow as it was, there were the inevitable constant warning
shouts of parents: ‘Watch what you’re doing!’ ‘Mind you don’t
fall in!’ But sailing a boat was a supposed to be a boys’ game,
and my mother and I just looked on.
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In another part of the park there was a round goldfish pond that was
quite intriguing. It was surrounded by a wall head-high to a child, and
so thick, bulbous and smooth that it was extremely difficult to haul
oneself up to see the shiny fish. With a boost from an adult one could
get up far enough to lodge one’s stomach on the rounded top, but a
supporting hand was still needed as there was nothing to cling to.
At intervals round the wall were stone urns filled with flowers, and
the paved path outside the pond was lovely to run around. Behind
the pond were steep grassy banks laid out with ‘carpet beds’, which
the grown-ups admired but I thought very dull. They were planted
solidly with very low-growing things in unexciting colours, and

arranged in patterns, and sometimes there were shield shapes with
words inside them, but no scent hung around them. They were poor
affairs compared with the crescent-shaped beds cut out of the level
lawns on the other side. These were planted with brilliant scarlet flowers with bright green or patterned leaves, and in between were silver-leaved plants. Round the edges were clumps of tiny flowers, dark
blue and white alternately, and from these there was a lovely smell.
White alyssum in my garden now always means the smell of Greenhead Park.
From The Pebbles on the Wall: a Provincial Childhood, © Estate of Margaret
Woodhead, 2008.
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A site in the SE corner of the larger ‘playground’ was approved in February
1925, with use restricted to children up to nine years old. Initially just a
sandpit, it was handed over to the Council in December 1926, enlarged in
1930 and enhanced with new equipment in 1933, remaining on that site until
moved in 2010 as a result of the restoration project. The Council maintained
the age restriction and in August 1930 three youths were “severely reprimanded”
for playing there. Children’s facilities were further enhanced when boating
was introduced on the main lake in 1931 and the paddling pool opened by
the Mayor in May 1934.

Opening of the Richard Oastler Memorial Fund Children’s Playground
The fine conservatory near the lodge was another important development in
this period. Although often described as ‘Victorian’ and thought to be part
of the Park’s original plan, in fact it was opened on 19 August 1930 by
Alderman Woolven.
According to his speech at the opening, the aims were twofold – to provide
“beautiful foliage and flowering plants” for all to enjoy, but also to educate
schoolchildren in the story of ‘economic’ plants such as tea, coffee, pineapple
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and tobacco. The conservatory replaced two of the original five ponds, one
of which had already been filled in and grassed over some years before. Behind
it was a vinery comprising three two-storey glasshouses – now demolished
and replaced by the new restaurant. However most of the Park’s working
horticultural buildings were still at the north-west corner near the Marsh
entrance, where they had developed piecemeal over almost half a century.
In 1933 they were inspected, judged to be unfit and swiftly replaced.

Conservatory and Rose Garden
By 1935, then, under the leadership of Alderman Woolven and Mr Irons,
the General Superintendent of Parks since Henry Morley’s retirement in
1923, the Park had gained tennis courts and bowling greens, a children’s
playground and paddling pool, a conservatory, vinery and renewed greenhouses – all in less than ten years. As Woolven’s Examiner obituarist put
it in 1941:
Huddersfield owes a permanent debt of gratitude to Mr Woolven
for the many improvements and amenities in Greenhead Park ....
At one time there was a serious prospect of the land being taken
up for building purposes, and it was owing to his activities [like
Denham before him] that it was saved as an open space and
added to the Park.
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However one further scheme was to prove a step too far. In June 1935 the
Committee inspected nearby T P Woods – ‘Gledholt Glen’ to the pioneers,
but now named for T P Crosland MP, who had lived at Gledholt Hall in the
1860s – and asked the Borough Engineer to draw up a plan for an open-air
swimming pool there. Such lidos were very popular during the inter-war
period, but the Engineer soon advised against the scheme on technical
grounds, and the Baths Committee observed that the woods were “a cold
and miserable place”.18

A crowd at the bandstand, 1935
Nothing daunted, the Parks Committee instead supported a scheme for a
lido in the Park itself, replacing the top lake. This would have offered a 75
x 20 yard pool for competent swimmers and a shallow pool for learners and
children, with artificial wave equipment, a 650-seat grandstand and 150-seat
cafe, a roof terrace for sunbathing, and facilities for ice sports in winter, at a
total cost of £26,000 (around £1 million today). Although the scheme was
trimmed to £19,000 it was turned down by the General Purposes Committee,
who received letters of protest, and no more was heard of it. Instead an
estimate was obtained for concreting the lake, which was evidently still leaking,
but this did not proceed either. However, when an electricity sub-station
was needed in 1936, near the East end of Park Drive North, the opportunity
was taken to add the veranda overlooking the Italian garden.
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As well as improved facilities, the Park offered a broader range of events during
the inter-war years. It was almost certainly the heyday of the band concerts,
with the 1920 season, for example, offering no fewer than 68 concerts
between 2 June and 5 September19 – three times the number at the turn of
the century. The bandstand was equipped with coloured lights in 1924, and
from 1925 was used for wireless broadcasts, starting with the opening of the
Wembley Exhibition on 9 May and including concerts, Remembrance Day,
the FA cup final and other national events. A yearly musical festival began
in 1933, and the Park hosted the annual rally of Co-op choirs in the following
year. 1936 saw plays in the Park, with the Huddersfield & District Drama
League putting on a week of Shakespeare in June, followed by Bradford Civic
Playhouse’s travelling theatre in July. The refreshment rooms in the new
pavilion, and the kiosk built at the same time near the bandstand, provided
permanent catering facilities for the first time.
The Park’s use for charity events also continued, while the political and
economic tensions of the period made their mark. Some funding for the
Gledholt extension came from the national Unemployment Grants Committee,
founded in 1920 to combat post-war unemployment by helping local authorities
with funds for public works. June 1926 saw a benefit sing for the families of
miners, who remained on strike for nine months in defence of their wages
after the collapse of the General Strike in May. But the ban on explicitly
political events remained, and in December 1935 an application for a meeting
from the British Union of Fascists was rejected.

Royal Salute of 31 guns on Coronation Day, May 1937
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Two years before the outbreak of World War I, the Park had celebrated the
visit of George V. Two years before the start of World War II, on 12 May
1937, it marked the Coronation of George VI. This time there was of course
no Royal visitor in person, and the weather was cold and wet; but it was
nonetheless another great occasion. The day began with the usual civic
procession and continued with an amateur bowling competition, 31-gun
salute and two band concerts.20
The bandstand speakers were put to use for the ceremony in the morning
and again in the evening, when “a large crowd listened with rapt attention to
the broadcast of the King’s speech. Every word ... could be heard distinctly
at a considerable distance from the bandstand.” The evening closed with
over 10,000 people enjoying fireworks, a display of seven searchlights by the
Royal Engineers, and the floodlighting of the ‘European War Memorial’.
Some must have wondered by then, as Hitler’s Germany looked ever more
menacing, how soon there would be new horrors to commemorate.

‘MAKE DO AND MEND’, 1940-74
World War II had far more visible impact on the ‘home front’ than its predecessor.
Within weeks of the declaration of war on 3 September 1939, permission was
given for the Air Raid Precautions service to erect a hut in the Park, containing
a display on how to deal with incendiary bombs, and a Ministry of Information
open air meeting followed in June 1940. Two months later a Spitfire was displayed
for two days, with a collection to support the Mayor’s Spitfire Fund.
The following year came the Government request to remove park railings,
which it was thought could be melted down for re-use to make munitions.
Initially only the railings round the small ‘walk’ on Park Avenue were offered
up, with the Park proper excluded, but evidently this changed later – though
it is less clear that any good use was ever made of the removed railings. In
1942 plans were made to pipe water from the main lake for emergency
fire-fighting – though in the event Huddersfield suffered very little from
bombing raids – and January 1944 saw civil defence training in the Park.
On a more cheerful note, 1941 saw the start of Holidays at Home.
In June a Government circular urged councils to provide summer holiday
entertainment to discourage people travelling to resorts and straining wartime
transport. Under the leadership of Alderman Arthur Gardiner (see box),
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PARK HEROES 5 – ARTHUR GARDINER
Alderman Arthur Gardiner, OBE, JP
(1889-1971), who chaired the Parks
Committee from 1938 until his retirement
in 1967, began his career as a manual
worker – messenger, cloth finisher,
dyer’s labourer – and was a lifelong
activist in the Labour movement.
A trade unionist for more than 50
years, he was a founder member of
the Huddersfield Socialist Party in 1910.
When the parent British Socialist
Party merged with others to form the
Communist Party in 1917, he opted
instead to join the Labour Party. He
refused to serve in the First World
War; spending almost three years as a conscientious objector in
Wormwood Scrubs, in the Work Centre at Wakefield prison and in
forestry labour camps. He was full-time Labour Party agent in
Huddersfield from 1926-55, first elected a Councillor in 1927, an
Alderman from 1935 (replacing Albert Woolven), Mayor in 1941/2
and led the Labour Group on the Council from 1935-57. By then
the lifelong socialist was known as ‘Mr Huddersfield’.22 His OBE
came in 1949, for political and public services.
He had less opportunity to make his mark on the Park than Albert
Woolven; apart from Holidays at Home, Arthur Gardiner saw
Leeds Road Playing Fields and Fixby crematorium as the other
highlights of his long term of office. However Parks Superintendent
C H Brown said in 1960 that “No-one in the country was better
known ... in Parks Dept circles in local authorities”. In accepting
the freemanship of the Borough in 1960 he echoed the social
aspirations of the Park’s Victorian pioneers: “Today in Huddersfield
we have more public parks than pawn shops, and to my mind that
is a sign of real progress.”
Source: biographical file at Huddersfield Local Studies Library. Photo courtesy
of Kirklees Council.
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Huddersfield put on a programme which
the Government recognised had given “a
magnificent national lead”.21 With only four
weeks to plan, the six-week programme was
launched on 19 July, when the Examiner
enthused:
Every Tom, Dick and Harry, every Mary,
Lucy and Jane, young and old alike – all
are invited to put aside their war worries
and join in the fun and frolic.
Press adverts give a flavour of the wide-ranging
programme, centred on an open air stage near
to Park Drive North. There was also a temporary concert pavilion and a dance marquee. A
miniature railway was operated, then as now,
by the Huddersfield Society of Model Engineers,
and alongside the entertainment were Sunday
evening religious services arranged by the
Huddersfield United Christian Executive.
After the war, Holidays at Home provided the
template for an ambitious summer entertainments programme. The 1946 season gave the
flavour of things to come, with horse, dog and
flower shows; concerts, Punch and Judy and
a children’s talent contest on the stage; band
concerts and dancing in the marquee; a circus,
donkey rides and roundabouts; tennis and
bowling competitions; and a closing firework
display.
The formula continued to develop down the years,
with additional elements including a road safety
exhibition, a pet show, a Darby & Joan competition, and displays of handicrafts, parachutes,
model aircraft, vintage cars and decorated
bicycles. But a proposal for a permanent
miniature zoo was turned down in 1959.
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Children’s talent contest, July 1949

Bertram Mills Circus elephants arriving at Greenhead Park, 1952
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RSPCA horse show, 1952

Funfair, August 1953
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Flower & vegetable show, August 1960

Pet show,
August
1961
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While the Park had many activities to offer in these years, post-war restrictions
on building meant there was little scope for further development of its facilities.
A programme of works worth £4600 was agreed in 1946, to provide new
shelters and to revive the pre-war proposal to concrete the bed of the main
lake. But these were never implemented, and in 1951 it was decided instead
to resolve the problems of the lake – by this time described as “derelict” - by
filling it in. Even then it was three years before the Ministry of Housing &
Local Government in London gave permission, under wartime rationing of
construction activities still in force nearly a decade after the end of the war.
The filling of the lake in 1954 was eventually followed by the demolition of
the large arbour nearest to Park Drive North, to be replaced by a rockery;
but this was not until 1969, when it “proved difficult to demolish and two
attempts with 12 sticks of gelignite did little but knock off a few bricks, a
testament to the soundness of the structure!”23 By then the original paddling
pool arbour had been replaced by a modern one, but the three-arched lakeside
arbour was repaired and survives today, fully restored.
The founding fathers’ vision of a large park pavilion was also revived yet
again during the post-war years, and indeed became a 20-year saga of
frustrated civic ambition. The starting point, in 1947, was a suggestion from
the Huddersfield Central Townswomen’s Guild that a floral hall should be
built in the Park. The Parks Committee welcomed the idea and suggested to
the Mayor that such a building could be dedicated as a World War II memorial.
This aspect was not pursued; instead it was agreed simply to add ‘1939-45’
to the existing inscription. But the borough paid its respects to the armed
forces in a different way in September 1952, when the freedom of the
borough was awarded to the Duke of Wellington’s Regiment. In the
town’s largest ever military event, up to 10,000 people filled the Park for the
ceremony.
By then a floral hall near the main lake had been approved, and architects'
sketches were included in an exhibition of the Huddersfield Development
Plan at the Art Gallery in July 1951. According to the Examiner, this was to
provide “facilities for entertainment on inclement days during the Summer
Entertainments and may be used, too, as a centre for several more of the
town’s cultural activities”. The drawings suggest that it would have been
a strikingly modernist concrete and glass building, perhaps akin to the
multi-purpose cultural centres being built in Sweden at this time, and a fitting
expression of post-war optimism in the year of the Festival of Britain. The
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Festival itself was marked in the Park by a Choral Society performance, scout
and guide rally and a parade of uniformed youth organisations.

Design for Floral Hall, 1951
The floral hall proposal was promptly rejected by the Ministry; revived the
following year as a way of celebrating the Coronation of Elizabeth II; and
turned down again. Six years passed before Whitehall was asked to reconsider;
the answer was still No, but with the end of building restrictions finally in sight,
the civil servants proposed discussions between Corporation and Ministry
architects in order to be ready to proceed when the time came. At that point
the cost was estimated at £130,000 (around £2 million in today’s prices), and
Councillors asked for the specification to be trimmed. Still envisaged, however,
were a 650-seat theatre, 130-seat cafe and shelter; but dancing was dropped,
and a licensed bar brought into question, perhaps in response to complaints
from Park Drive North about noise nuisance from the earlier dance marquee.
Later the proposal was reduced to a “park pavilion” at no more than £50,000.
This was approved by the Ministry in 1960 and tenders were about to be sought
when the Parks Committee was over-ruled by the full Council and the scheme
abandoned; the Ministry’s loan sanction was instead diverted to the Civic Centre.24
The pavilion proposal was to be revived twice more, in 1964 and then in
1967, to mark the forthcoming centenary of the Borough. This centenary
pavilion was once again to be in the former lakeside area; a two-sided stage
would have faced out to a “natural amphitheatre” – presumably the site of
the lake – which would seat 2000, and inward to a 700-seat theatre. Like
the octagonal pavilion of 1884, this was to be a domed building – and like
that and its various successors, it was also a doomed one!
While all this had been going on, two much more modest proposals had been
taken forward. In 1953 the wartime wooden stage was replaced by a new
open air theatre – a reinforced concrete building, clad in timber and designed
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HAPPY DAYS 4 – DOROTHY HARGATE
I really remember the very big lake, and we used to boat on there
with my dad and my younger sister and we’d row round the lake.
Now, when winter came it used to ice over. We hadn’t any skates,
so we did sliding on our normal shoes. That’s what we did; just
slide across it.

I do remember there was a stage, across over the far green. We
used to come dancing there, and there was a big marquee with a
proper wood floor. I’m sure it wasn’t records, I think it was a small
band… and we used to all congregate there as seventeen and
eighteen year olds and that, and we used to do the Polyglide and
other dances which were on the go then, and you’d line up with
five or six people. But you never went off with any boys… although you danced with them, there was nothing like what goes
on today… that’s mainly what I remember.
Source: Greenhead Stories Oral History Project

by Borough Architect S M Richmond (remembered today in the Richmond
housing block on the ring road). This building, which would have been
replaced if the pavilion had gone ahead, instead survived for half a century
until its demolition in 2003. And in 1956 the Parks Committee had accepted
a proposal from the Veterans’ Association for a men’s recreation room, which
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was opened by the Mayor on 5 April 1958 (a shelter for old people had first
been proposed as long ago as 1930). This provided a viewing pavilion for the
bowling greens, with indoor accommodation for dominoes or cards, and the
Examiner reported that “about twenty old men, who have been looking forward
to using the room, attended the ceremony”. It later became the bowling
pavilion and survived until 2010.
Although the “old men” were catered for, in 1963 a request from the
Greenhead Park Ladies’ Bowling Association for a ladies’ pavilion and a
suggested women’s recreation room were both turned down; and the lady
bowlers were rebuffed again in 1967, though this time it was agreed that
when they were entertaining a visiting team they could have exclusive use of
the men’s room. But then feminist politics had not made much impact on
the Council by this time. Shortly before they turned down these suggestions,
the Committee had introduced a ‘personality girl’ competition to the summer
entertainments programme, with a £10 prize (worth over £100 today). In
1966 they resolved that: “In deciding the winner attention will be taken of
the intensity and length of applause, deportment and personality as assessed
by an impartial panel of judges.” But in January 1970 the competition was
dropped – just a month before the first national women’s liberation
conference was held in Oxford. The times they were a’changing.
Whatever the politics of these decisions, overt political uses of the Park were
still disallowed, as they had been before the war. Indeed, immediately after the
war ended in 1945, the Council had reviewed the Park by-laws. These already
made clear that no public meeting could take place without its consent, and the
Council now asserted that, in considering whether to grant such,
as a general principle ... Greenhead Park should not be regarded
as a place in which meetings for all and sundry purposes may take
place,
so permission should not be granted for any meeting
unless it is for the furtherance of some object of national interest
or importance or an object which is of general application for the
benefit of the town and is not limited to any sectional interest
whether religious or secular.
It was on this basis that a proposal from the local Labour Party, for an area
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to be set aside for an open forum – presumably somewhat like Speaker’s
Corner in London – was turned down in 1958.
But informal use could not easily be policed. When a substantial Polish
community settled in the town after the war their largest community
organisation, the Polish Ex-Combatants Association, initially had no premises
and met on the benches of the Park. There, on several occasions, they
demonstrated their opposition to the post-war Soviet domination of their
country. In April 1956, for example, Poles wearing mourning clothes carried
a wreath in red and white national colours up to the war memorial, to protest
against the official visit to Britain of Soviet leaders Khrushchev and
Bulganin.25 In this way the Cold War, as well as the earlier wars of the 20th
century, cast its shadow on the Park.
The Borough of Huddersfield reached its centenary year in 1968, and it went
without saying that Greenhead Park should play its part in the celebrations. It
was agreed that the floral designs of the Italian Gardens should mark the occasion
and, as we have seen, the dream of a pavilion was given one last run out in 1967.
As well as the usual anxieties about cost, the proposal attracted opposition
from residents of Park Drive North, 40 of whom submitted a petition protesting
that the domed building proposed “will take up valuable space in the park
and be an intolerable nuisance to residents at night”. One of their number,
Mrs Mavis Green, proposed instead that there should be works to drain the
recreation ground, extension of the children’s playground, a new rockery and
water feature, and a temporary summer marquee for shelter rather than a
permanent building. The Committee sniffily responded that these less
monumental ideas were “normal development and maintenance”, but in the
event neither their proposals nor Mrs Green’s were taken forward: apart from
the floral design, the centenary was marked only by the planting of a tree
near the present rose garden, and the display of a giant cover of Roy Brook’s
centenary Story of Huddersfield in the conservatory.
Perhaps the Corporation was running out of steam. At any rate, it had
just six more years ahead of it – during which a new toilet block and
the crazy golf course were the only additions to the Park. In 1974, in a
sweeping reorganisation of local government structures and boundaries still
controversial today, the County Borough of Huddersfield gave way to
Kirklees Metropolitan Council. Its demise was marked by a fireworks display
in the Park on 30 March 1974, with decorative lighting and displays down
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HAPPY DAYS 5 – LINDA MILLOY
As far as I can remember, we’ve always been taken to Greenhead
Park. Even when we were babies, of course I can’t remember that,
but I remember very early on, probably at seven or eight years old,
going weekends, having picnics there, it were the main place to
go, you see. The best time was at the end of the summer
entertainments, because we used to have a full day there... I can’t
remember exactly what time we got there, but it would have been
early afternoon. We would start by going round the greenhouse,
I think they call it the conservatory now, that were full of plants.
We used to look at all the exotic plants, and I’m sure there were
banana plants there….
After that we used to go just round to the paddling pool, and it used
to have arches there with seats, and you used to get changed in
there or outside, and we used to spend more time running up
top and around before we went paddling. Then we used to be in
pool for, oh, ages, you know, break off and then go up to war
memorial, sit on the steps, and have us picnic.
Later on, we’d make us way to try and get a seat at that open-air
theatre they had right at the top of the field. They had a big
wooden stage up at front, and I were always really upset because
I couldn’t sing and I couldn’t dance, and I always wanted to do
something.... But there were some lovely dancers from little dance
schools, and all sorts of entertainment, all children.
That went on, oh, an hour, probably, an hour and a half, and by
this time it were coming dusk and we’d all go down the field and
stand round… And it were absolutely packed with people, and as
it got dark the firework display would start. And that went on for a
long time, I mean, we never saw as many fireworks as that, as what
we did up there. And when that finished, they always had one big
stand that used to light up saying ‘Goodnight’, and that were it.
And then it were a mad dash to see if you could get all down that
long lane back to the park entrance before the crowds got you, all
trying to get out.
Source: Greenhead Stories Oral History Project
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the main avenue. The ‘town that bought itself’ in 1920, and that had secured
the Park for the people half a century before that, had reached the end of the
municipal road.

Cllr John Mernagh, last Mayor of Huddersfield, enjoys the original miniature
railway in 1973

THE PARK SINCE 1974
Thirty years passed between the creation of Kirklees in 1974 and the approval
in 2005 of the Council’s bid for Heritage Lottery Funds to restore the Park
to its Victorian splendour. It is possible to paint a gloomy picture of those
years – and there are many in Huddersfield, still mourning the loss of its
municipal independence, who are prepared to do so.
Such a picture would perhaps begin with the arrival of Dutch elm disease in
1975, and the felling of elms which began in July 1976. By 1993 over 140
had been cut down and, as they were not replaced, some might see this as
symbolising the start of a slow but steady decline in the upkeep of the Park.
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Felling elms affected by Dutch elm disease
By 1997 the 1970s toilets had been closed on police advice, as they had become a magnet for anti-social behaviour.26 And as late as 2000, members of
the public consulted by the Council on parks maintenance commented on
the ‘eyesore’ of the inoperative fountain in the Italian Gardens, the lack of a
park-keeper, the poor quality of the cafe and the need for improved general
maintenance.27
In its defence the Council explained the severe constraints of local government
finance. As the 2000 report set out:
Before 1999/2000, the budget for parks and open spaces had
declined consistently for a number of years. The decline has been
of the order of 25% over the medium term (the last five years),
as the Council’s overall budget has both reduced and been
increasingly focused on statutory responsibilities in such areas
as Education and Social Services. Over the longer term, there
are now 120 gardeners employed by Kirklees compared with 300
within the Huddersfield County Borough alone before local
government reorganisation in 1974.
By this time, however, there had in fact been a number of positive new
developments in the Park. Around 1990 the rose garden near the conservatory,
which had long ago replaced one of the ponds, was redesigned. The elms
might have gone, but in 1993/4 some of the remaining stumps were sculpted
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into popular works of public art by artist Colin Wilbourn. Around the same
time the bandstand, which had fallen into disrepair, was restored and became
a listed building (grade II).28 In 2001 the Model Engineers’ new miniature
railway, supported by public and private funding, was officially opened on
Good Friday by Fred Dibnah, with the new skateboard/BMX park following
shortly afterwards; and in July the original memorial plaque honouring
Alderman Denham (see title page) was restored and freshly unveiled by Cllr
Ann Denham and her husband John, a great-great-nephew of the Park’s
founding father.
And while some of the Park’s landscaping and structures were understandably
showing their age, its vitality was undiminished as an entertainment arena.
By this time the range of summer events had developed to reflect the diversity
of the town, with the Afro-Caribbean Carnival – which began in 1984 – and
the Asian Mela (from 1988) both making the Park their home, alongside
longer-established events like the Historic Vehicles Rally, the Flower and
Produce Show and the RSPCA Horse Show.
Building on the positives, the Friends of Greenhead Park organisation came
into being in 1993 and continues to campaign for improvements. By 2000
the Council had begun to talk about a major makeover, and the bid to the
Heritage Lottery Fund was unveiled in January 2005. Approval came in

Fire in the Sky, 2008
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Kirklees Mela, 2004

Huddersfield Carnival, 2004
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October 2005, followed by five years of detailed planning, design and
implementation. As we publish this booklet early in 2011, the Park starts on
the next chapter of its history.

LAST WORD
A town park is many things in one. It is a breathing space within the urban
fabric, for recreation of all kinds. It is a living museum of architecture,
horticulture and landscape design. It is a monument to civic pride and public
endeavour. It is an arena for cultural events – and sometimes for political
ones. Above all, it is a place where people meet, court and enjoy themselves.
As a result it becomes a key part of local residents’ memories.
The Friends of Greenhead Park, working with the University of Huddersfield
Centre for Oral History Research, are now collecting memories of the Park
from anyone willing to share them. These will complement and enrich
the ‘official’ history set out in this book, which has been based largely on
documentary sources. An early contribution to the oral history project offers
a good note to end our story:
It’s where my Mum’s memories were from when she were younger,
I should imagine why she took us. Oh, she loved to take us out,
and spend time with us, you know, as much as she could. Same
for me, when my children were born I took them to Park too,
‘cause we did live at Bradley. So I just did what my Mum did with
us, and passed the memories on, and now my daughters have
children. I’ve taken my grandson from my first daughter..... And
my youngest granddaughters have been up a few times, because
they live in Sheffield. I’ve got Caroline my daughter, saying
“This is where your granny brought me”, where I used to be
saying to her “This is where Nana brought me”.29
And so it will no doubt continue.
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NOTES
1

On the old township boundaries; by then the new Borough’s population was
87,000. (Township figures from the Victoria County History; Borough figure
from the Census.)

2

Gordon & Enid Minter, Discovering Old Huddersfield, part 2 (1995), p44; this
report is common to all Huddersfield histories, but I have not been able to find a
contemporary source.
3

Isaac Hordern’s Notebook, microfilm at Huddersfield Local Studies Library
(HLSL) (hereafter Hordern). Isaac Hordern was a local Ramsden employee, serving
the estate from 1846 to 1906.
4

‘The development of Beaumont and Greenhead Parks, Huddersfield’, in Aspects
of Culture and Recreation in 19th and early 20th century Huddersfield (Bretton
Hall College, undated).

5

Philip Ahier, undated article, R10741, HLSL.

6

Alderman Denham’s account book, West Yorkshire Archive Service, Kirklees
(WYAS-K), DD/D/2.

7

The Ramsden estate officer Isaac Hordern was still grumbling 20 years later that
the Council had netted the donation off the purchase price in its accounts to conceal Sir John’s generosity, an allegation always stoutly denied by the Corporation.
(Hordern)
8

www.friendsofgreenheadpark.org.uk

9

Hordern.

10

Huddersfield Corporation public meeting minute book; WYAS-K, KMT18/10.

11

Vivien Hirst, Family of Four: A Remembrance of Childhood (R Prior, Stockport,
1962).

12

Margaret Revell, The Pebbles on the Wall: a Provincial Childhood (© Estate of
Margaret Woodhead, 2008).

13

Catherine Bailey, Black Diamonds: The Rise and Fall of an English Dynasty
(Viking, 2007), p121.

14
For his interesting story see Brian Haigh, ‘John Edward Shaw (1849-1916):
Huddersfield Methodist New Connexion Photographer and Freemason’, Wesley
Historical Society (Yorkshire Branch) 96, autumn 2009.
15

For this part of the story, unless otherwise noted, I have relied on Anne C Brook,
God, Grief and Community: Commemoration of the Great War in Huddersfield c.
1914-1929, Leeds PhD thesis, 2009.

16

Programme at HLSL.

17

Huddersfield County Borough Directory (Alfred Jubb & Son Ltd, Huddersfield, 1937).

18

Stanley Chadwick, Huddersfield Weekly Examiner, 15/6/1974.
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19

Band concert programmes, HLSL.

20

Souvenir Handbook, HLSL.

21

Letter from Lord Leathers, Minister of War Transport, to the Mayor; Huddersfield Daily Examiner (HDE), 30/8/1941.

22

“A Great Opening Day. ‘Mr Huddersfield’ takes the family to the Park” was the
headline to the Examiner report of the opening ceremony of Holidays at Home. (HDE,
26/7/1941.)

23
Kirklees Council Property Services Consultancy, Feasibility Study: Greenhead
Park (1997).
24

As related by Alderman Clifford Stephenson; HDE, 6/4/1970. (Thanks to Christopher
Marsden for this reference.)
25
Frank Grombir, A Brief Guide around Polish Heritage Places in Huddersfield
(Huddersfield Local Studies Library, 2010).
26

Feasibility Study.

27

Kirklees Council, Report of the Cultural & Leisure Services Scrutiny Panel into
Parks and Recreation Grounds – Upkeep and Maintenance (July 2000). (This was
drafted for the Panel members by the present author.)

28

Kirklees Council, Conservation Management Plan (2005); Appendix III,
Gazetteer.

29

Linda Milloy, Greenhead Stories Oral History Project.
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Huddersfield's Greenhead Park was 'secured for the town'
by Thomas Denham in 1870, although it was not until 1884
that it opened as a municipal public park. Since then it has
played a central part in the life of the town and in the
memories of generations of local people.
This book tells the story of Greenhead Park from its earliest
days to its renovation in 2010. As well as relating the main
events in the Park's history, the book includes childhood
recollections and numerous historical photographs, while five
'park heroes' are honoured in short biographical notes.
David Griffiths, the author, is a member of the Friends of
Greenhead Park. He has written several articles on 19th
century Huddersfield and a previous book, Pioneers or
Partisans? Governing Huddersfield, 1820-1848, published by
Huddersfield Local History Society.
The Friends of Greenhead Park is an independent voluntary
group that works in partnership with Kirklees Council to ensure
that the Park is safe, attractive and well-used.

Friends of Greenhead Park gratefully acknowledge financial support from the
Heritage Lottery Fund and Kirklees Council for the production of this book.

